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ACEPRO PgMP exam simulator: 

Greetings from Harish !! 

ACEPRO PgMP exam question banks for PMI standard for Program Management, Edition-4  
are now available through i-point exam simulator.  Questions are formulated with view of the 
exam complexity, viz, the type of questions (artefacts oriented, scenario or context based, 
negative questions, sequence based etc.), length, distribution.  Each question also comes with 
detailed explanation along with reference providing justification for the questions.  Overall 
purpose is to equip a PgMP participant with questions to help develop deeper understanding 
of the subject, help be familiar with the type of questions that can be expected in the exam 
and prepare for the exam. 

The PgMP exam simulator features: 

1. Chapter Practice questions: (About 250):  These questions are framed to aid the study 
of the standard. They guide your studies for good understanding of program 
management concepts. You will be able to find the answer reference directly in to the 
standard or Examination  

2. Practice questions (310):  

a. Program Stakeholder Engagement:  60 questions 

b. Program Governance: 50 questions 

c. Benefits Management: 50 questions 

d. Strategic alignment: 50 Questions 

e. Program Integration and supporting processes: 100 questions 

3. Mock exams: Two mock exam papers of 170 questions each (Total 340 questions).  
Each must be attended in four hours.  You can pause and continue later.  You will be 
able to see the answer justification only after you complete the test.  If you wish, you 
can submit earlier and see the justifications for each question. 

4. You can retake the exam by reset your exam as many times as you need. 

5. Access period: 3 months 

6. Overall cost of the question’s banks access: 120 USD. 

7. Payment: Credit/debit card or netbanking through www.aceproconsulting.com OR 
NEFT bank to bank transfer OR paypal request.   

8. Subscription procedure:  After making payment, please send mail to 
Harishlr@AceproConsulting.com or Harishlr@Hotmail.com.   The access should be 
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available in one working day (India working days) and access details (URL, login, 
password) are communicated through the mail. 

 

 

Screen Shots 

Domain Practice Questions: 

 
Domain Practice Questions Example 
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Assessments  
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Assessment (Mock test) Results Analysis 
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Chapter practice questions: 
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